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ABSTRACT

A research team from the University of Nairobi carried out a fTeld xneriment

in Tetu, a suJlocation in a very progressive area in Kenya, for a period of

three years. Worq: started with a 1970 baseline survey of a random sample of

354 farmers. In 1973, a second svrvey was carried out of the same respondents

(341). The presenL paper reports: ) the additional snapshot informatiu

collected in the 1973 survey, especially data on socio-economic status; and

2) a comparison betwren 1970 and 1973 on selected indicators. The results of the

field experirrent proper have been reported elsewhere.

In 1970, considerable inequity between more and less progressive farmers had

been observed. The data on socio-economic status collected in 1973 hear this ou

The writers expected to find evidence of rapidly increasing inequity in theit

comparison between 1970 and 1973. The comparison did, however, NOT confiri this

hypothesi- for the indicators studied:

a very EaLiLcilifE!IsLif2a of hybrid maize and grade cattle took place, also

to less progressive farmers.

The qualit- .of_the innovation which farmers adopt does not seem to

deteriorate as less progressive farmers --rt to adopt.

The scale at which farmers adopt does not seam to deteriorate as less

progressive farmers start to adopt.

The smalle _ farmers have been relatively most successful in increasing

their farm sizes.

The more pro--essive have not increasingly monopolised sourc es _of information.-

Data on labor use might, however, be interpreted to signify increasing use of

local labor by more progressive farmers. Given also the clear indication of

existing disparity, the authors feel that other factors than the ones they

studied may explain the disparities. Further research reMeins neccs,'ary.



INTROP1CTD:1)

est.

This "Teta plaeject" part of the 1'7enya Covernment's "Specal Developme--

Progremtle" ;aioll aimed at the 0:::perimantal development of f,pliA.able prototYp

strategies for rural development in six administrative divisions see Uma bele,
1975, for a fuller account).

In Tetu Division, wo accordingly conducted: 1) a baseline ntudv of 354 randomly

selected formocs onc a fiel] experiment to develop and test improved extension

tarmens", i.e., less progressive farmers

had sof,a1 L,aes ;oipasse.1 by the various 6overnment services. The results of

the project have bee.. reported elsewhere (Ascroft et al, 1971; Ascroft et al,

1973; Pdling, 19Th 1974; and F.61ing, Ascroft and Cheae. 1976).

Since the baseline study, conlucted in 1..)77, was carried out on a carefully

chosen random saco,)le a carefully teste1 instrument and had provided

systematic renuits, and since the "Tetu team" remained in the field for throe

vears aftor the b-;seline studv to help conduct and evaluate the field experiment,

the oprtnnit6 prosaated its.elf to carry out a second sorvey of the farmers

wore intervi.:,o in Movember 1970, in March 1973. Thus we could obtain a dia

chronic two meci,-,arep,nt in time instead of a snapshot. Also, tho nocond

survev ao the ,ppovtunity to collect some additional anapshot information

wtia', we h--Ah not obtained in 1970. Tot must be said hore that the second survey

wan oh ai-torLnouya.t. whion ecoolTed tj us ohlv in 1-.172, so tha; the 1970 survey

was not designed with a panal study in mind.

The purpose of the present paper is to report the additional snapshot information

eollncted in 19711 and the roneltf: of tho cemparison between 1970 ond 1073.

PROBL-

The 1279 baseline had shown a strong corrolation between mprogrosnivanesn" (the

number of agricultural innovations adopted by a farmer, weightod by the number

of years he had been using them) on the one hand, and indicators of wealth and

attention from Government services on the other. Since the Tetu area had fairly
_

recently emerged from a relatively egalitarian tribal past, we hypothesised that

the large inequities we observed in 1970 could be attributed to innovation

diffusion and were only acerbated by the policy of foeussing the attention of

*)
The authors wish to lknowledge the helpful comments of professor
A.W. van den Ban.
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extension and crediL un ghe mere preLressive ieirmers (RE5linn, Aserof

and Chege, 1D76). In our 'mont we thoretere tries to develos

-

However, we also remained concerned about understanding the emorgence of

inequity between small farmers, rale concern must be understood against the

prevailing sitsatiop in Kenya day: population growth is extremely rapid (about

3.6 in such 61"cUo as Tetu) and lane reserves are diminishinR 1,pidiv. Meanwhile,

employmant outside agriculture is slow in forthcoming. Kisa (1973) estimated that

employment in the modern formal seco(Tor increases with about 3% Der annum, or

22,09e jobs, while the total labor force increases with 3.3% per annum, or about

143,000 people. ILO (1972) expects that 1.1 million additional family farms will

have to be oreatod by 19,, of which 70C400 will have to he croaterl in the

present small-holder areas.

In short, the time has not come for focussing attention on a core of future

commercial farmers in the expectation that the rest will find employment else-

where. Instead, the future funetHn of the rural areas seems to be ant as

"holdin'L grounds" in which thousa-ei nf rnr,a1 families con find a reasonable

living.

This holdin m,reond function cannot, we believe, be fulfilled if the rural area

is characterised by inequitable distributions of income, land, services and power.

Such a situation would diminish tle viahilite of the rural area and push more

.people to urban alumc Thar necessary. It would imply a large landless rural

seasonal labor force, unable to produce its own food and living in abject poverty

(World Ban)', ITi75). ..tich a r'tuation would not optimalise the opportnnities for

development: apart from tho poiLicui liabilities, it would increase the number,

of pcov,1a who do nut participate in, and contriLute to, tho national economy=

It would not make use of the fact that -Cho small family farm oakes the most

efficient use of scarce resources such as land. Enequity only hampers the rapid

diffusionof agricultural and family planning innovations (Hale, 197/4; Rich 1972),

while it seems to make the organisation of rural people into effective co-

operatives morn difficult of not impossible.

In short. we believe in ectoitlble -oral development and are therefore, onncorned

with the consequences of the rapid development taking place in Tetu. Is further

diffusion of agricultural innovations takin2 place, or has it stopped after

benefitting the more progressive we found using the innovations in 1970?

If diffusion takes place, does it imply a trickle down of wea1th, or are the

5



gaps widening in terms of possc:ssions, landowndarsh-ip, scale of operation,

services and opportunities for Investment err'. Po

farmers employ more labor than before?

In short, we were interested to see whether ou'r hvpotlHa of

disparity, formu7.ated on the basis of the 1970 snanshot, held tru(:

chronic vle-w (albeit over a period of only 21 yeara). our wor also

of more general interest, since Tctu is a vary proJxa whia

a weathervane function for efforts to predict the trends of developnumt in

Africa's fairly egalitarian rural aroas.

METHOD

0- ling. All rouchly twelve thousand farms in Tetu are registered with the

Registration Office in Nyeri. Since the individual farm is our unit of analysis,

the list of registered farms provided a comprehensive and reliable sampling

frame from which to draw a random sample of Tetu farmer. Of course, the Wrod

regisL.. does not list landless farmers. We selected the sample by taking every

nth farmer, starting at a random point. In this manner we selected 20 names

for the baselin T;tudy. Information was eYentually gathered on 3511 li_iners.

Much of the attrition occurred because more than one farm was sometimes register-

ed in the name of one farmer. In such cases, we amalgamated the multip3e farn3

into the unit.

1e tried to revisit all baseline farmers for seeond survey. As could be

expected, it was impossible to find all of them. Some had moved away for city

employment, some had died, some farms had been amalgamated into larger units,

while others had been inherited by a number of sons and broken up. We finally

were able to interview 341 respondem_ , or 96.3% of the baseline farmers and

89.7% of those originally sampled.

Data collection. The data for the 1970 baseline and the 1973 survey were gathered

via a precoded interview- schedule. !loth sehednles were extensively preter ed

before their use. The baseline study was administered by four specieill 6 )sen

and trained Agricultural Assistants under our supervision. In 1973, the same

assistants were assigned to us by the courtesy of the Ministery of Agriculture.

However, they were reinforced by three trained interviewers of the institue for

Development Studies of the University of Nairobi, and a field supervisor from

the same Institute who knew the area well and had previously worked with the



-iculture. Tne quality or

her__ any incidence of m5.ssin data.

./s was

Datdprocssing and analysis. Coding, card punching and data p_

under the expert supervision of the Data Processinp; Unt at the Un1versty of

NairoLi. The analysis for- the Present paper was carried out with the ass,s

of the facilities of the University of Utrecht in Holland. We are indebted to

both Universities for this assi--- -co.

ng oce_

The de- endeni variable. We use as our dependent variable "pro- e--" or

"innovativeness", i.e., the degree to which an individual is relatively earlier

than comparable others in adopting innovations CRogers and Shoemaker, 1971, p.27-

We operationalised this concept for the 1970 data by constructing a- index

according to which each respondrmt was assigned a score which is Iho num of the

number of years (up to 1970) he had been using any of eight innovations promoted
1

by the Ministery of Agriculture- A farmers scored highe- if he had adopted

innovations, and adopted them earlier, than others.

the 1973 respondents into four categories on the basIs of thes- 1970

scoros as follows:

most progressive

upper middle

lower middle

least progressive

93

28% 94

28% 97

17% 57

100% 341

The categories reflect an effort to create_4 more or less equal groups on the

basis of natural cutting points in the sequence of scores. Of the 13 people we

"lost" in 1073, 11 were either lower middle or least progressive farmers.

A, is the case with most operationali ations, one can question whether the

progressiveness score measures "real" progressiveness (Suurs, 1979). The eight

innovations are not equally applicable to all ecological zones in Tetu, (161ing,

1972), although tea in the high areas does, to some extent, offs_t coffee in the

lower areas. Theoretically our operationalisation allows a modern farmer, who

Thus an innovation adopted in 1967 contributed to the score: 1970-1967 3.

We add 1 (to make it 4) to allow discrimination between a farmer who has
adopted an innovation in 1970 and one who has not. The innovations were:
hybrid maize, coffee, tea, macadamia, grade cattle, pyrethrum, certified
pOtatoes, and pigs.
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built piff broe i unit with - 1955 La ho loss prou siv Ihen

satyr_ who ulauted fivi sickly coff___ b 1.D54. Luckily, the faming

nystem in Tetu is fairly homogeneous. The =icinr'e does (and should) not reflect

the scale of operations, i.. that the peasnnt who 7,1antil the five coffee 1,:r_

in 1974 gets the same score as one who planted 200 in the same year.

Such and othur considerations allow our oi rationalisation of priv000no
to bu cvit_sised in that it leaves open the possibility that two farmers get the

same score although they may not be equally progressive "in reality". We do not

know, of coLu7se,to what extent this is true, although the systmlatic nature of

our 1970 results (Ascroft et al, 1973) gives us confid_ _e that our measure of

progressiveness __ a useful. one.

We therefore use the 1970 progressiveness score also as the dependent variable

for the results of the 1073 snapshot and for the comparison of 1970 and 1973.

Thus a farmer remains classified in his 1970 pro__ssiveness category aIso when

we us,1 1973 data on his farm.

We did, of course, try to construct a 1973 progressiveness index, but discovered

that we ran into a great number of problems, such as difficulties in selecting

comparable cutting points
1)

, difficulties in replicating 1970 coding decisions,

etc. This failure means that we shall not he able to indicate whether farmers

changed their relative positions in terms of progressiveness, one of our original

objectives when planning the panel study. Our analysis design now assumes that

respondents stayed in the same progressiveness category between 1970 and 1973.

If we may rationalise a bit, we believe this to be a plausible assumption after

all, since _ farmer's innate ability, resource endowment, attention from

Government services and decision making in the past tea years are unlikely to

change a great deal in 2?2 years2 .

every resp. would automatically obtain 3 years extra for every innovation
he had adopted, and was still using.

There may, owever, be some int _esting exceptions, such as the person who
has recently taken up farming after having spect aeveral years as a
housescrvant in a city. He might change enough.points in a few years to end
up in a different category,



THE SMALL ER IN TET-

The present section focusses on the desol7iption of the Tetn farmer., mainly on

basis of 1973 snaphot results. We had fouwl in 1070 that n%Yerage farm-

size was 6 acres or 2.4 hectares, only 12; havir07 moro than 10 Ewcres (4 ha) and

3 saving more than 20 ac-res (8 ha). We are then, dealing with small farmers

and the relative differences 'ween them. In Tetu one finds no haciendas,

except the coffee farm of the Mission. When land adjudication wnd registration

had been completed in the area in 1959, each farmer had one consolidated parcel

of land. In 1070, we found that 38% of the most nrogressive had at least two

parcels of land, as against only 5% of the least progressive. This finding left

open two possibilities: that progressive farmers beco:., rich and can then buy

more land, or that farmers who inherit more land 1--loco nrc7.rssve

We therefore asked in 1973, whether the respondent had po_quired land thr ugh

Durchase. About twice as many (6193 versus 33%) most progressive as least

progressive had purchased land. The,finding seems to support the hypothesis

that more proqressive farmers more opportunities to increase their farmsize

through purchase than do the less progressive.

A similar conclusion can be drawn re,larding other investment. It turns out that

about one-quarter (26%) of all Tetu farmers are investing in shares of "group

purchased farms". The system works as follows: A large, non-Nonyen-owned farm,

ln t1Ren th,! tarcet Th-72 tl-ie farm is

sold, if Africans who have the money requEst to buy it. Small farmers thus form

a company or a cooperative which sells shares towards the purchase of the farm.

ach a farm finally ends up having hundreds of owners and is fragmented

accordingly, unless the Ministr of Lands and Settlement takes special

precautions. Other forms of investment are oboDo, businesses such as transport,

and shares in commercialcompanies. Of the most progressive, 60q.; had invested

in at least one enterprise versus 25% of the least progressive, the other two

categories falling systematically in-between.

In the Kikuyu's struggle to get ahead, credit plays an important ro3e. The

difficult part is to get ,to the point where one gets credit. Once one can obtain

a fairly large luau, one canmake accelerated progress. About one-fifth (21%)

of the Tetu farmers-had acquired loans. Of the 70 farmers receivfAlg loans,

half (33) are most progressives. The average amoUnt of credit received by them

(Kshs 12850) is more than ten times the average received by the four least

progressives who received a losn (Kshs 1200, the other categories falling
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1009 and f

most progressivo

upper middle

'least pro7,rpsL]ilic

!Total Percent

8afie

119J

17

39 76

70

31ri, 331

104 112

17

10r

62

= 89.85

= .0000

2125

1218

3'37

1190

Ki = 20 Kshs = $ 2.80. The Kenya pound is pegged to the dollar, and
devaluated with it.
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from his various agricultural enterprises and summing the answers, We are thus

deeliug with self-reported income, measured in a manner which would horrify the

farm managament specialist or agricultural economist who usually try to minimize

moasurement rror, ho it at the uS uf sampling error Li measuro of agricul-

tural income only refers to cash returns from selling farm products and does
1)not tak:o tho 5r1-s"---;tence produentlun into account.

TotL income_ was rteasred bv adding agricultural income to other specified

income items. The average self-reported total income is Kshs 742, or 1 328.

Assuming an average family si5e of si:K, this amounts to about 1 5 more thar the

arbitrary 50 (Kshs 357) percapila below which the World Bank (1975) speaks of

"absolute poverty". However, about two-thirds (63%) make less than K.sh 30117)

(which amuuut5 to less tnan 1 50 ;--)1- caput, still assuming a family of Of

the one-third (36'Ie) who make Ksh:,:i 2000 er more, 4150 are most progrosoive.

ff one comsares the -ivorage agrie-Ltnri income with the average total -Income,

one not;cos that the least progressive derive a much greater percent of their

total income from nources cntsido agriculture than the most progressive. In fact,

62% of tho tutal income of the latter dorives from agriculture, while that is

only 25I1, caoe of tile former.

Yet, as Figure 1 show5, all categories 5eem to supplement their incomes with

roughly the same amount from non-amricultural sources. It is also of intorost

to note (Figure 2) that especially the percentages of people in the Lower Xi Ile

ana loa5t Progressive categories who make Kr-; 250 or ies5 from agricutture is

con-Iderablv docroased if one takes total incomo into a:-inchlt. Thus 7(-)', of the

least Frogreusiew make less than Ksht3 250 from agrioulturc, but only 269 hos

a total income less than that amount. How rlo Jess progressive farmcrs add to

2).their income? A likely source is labor for other farmers (Table d

The fact that we speak of 5lins]pl: ,ocomes evident if one looks at the agric.
id_.,mc per acre: for Idoc msot :ncie-e this '- 15 7re "r--. thce

categories respectively Kshs 164, -.5E and 99

A5 other rtudicz of small farmers sten also show considerable carningo from
non-agriculturaJ sources, it seems -,erthwhile to pay more syqtematic atten-
tion to this factor in adoption/dision studies. In the bront study, we
found, for instance, that the average Tetu farmer received Kshs 471 from re-
latives! That is slightly less than one-fifth of their total income and may
represent a substantial income redistribution.

ii
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Table Average 'number of laborers of different types employed in 1973, by
progre siveness in 1970

e of labor _ full
time

part

time
=Seasonal household.

most progressive

upper middle

-er middle

least progressive

TOTAL

.1

.0

.8

.0

3.1

?.4

1.7

0.7

2.5

2.8

2.3

1.9

2.4

siificant at the .001 level for underlying contingen_y tables

The table shows a fairly heavy labor use among-the more progressive oategories.
Thus the most progressive employ nearly one part-time laborer and about three
seasonal laborers each. We come back to labor use later on.

To-get an impression of the type of life the Tetu farmer leads, it is interest-
ing to look at his various possessions_. Whereas anthropologist Jomo Kenyatta
(1938) could

considerable

next to the

still de.cribe one Kikuyu house as the typical one, there is now

variation'. One finds s,-luare wooden houses with iron sheeted roofs,

ypical round huts with thatchedroofs. Yet, three-quarters (75%) of
all farmers still have a house of mud walls, while nearly nine-tenths (89%)

still has a mud floor. Much change has occurred in the type of roof. Roof type
has changed especially as a result of so-called Mahati groups1) , self-help groups
of women who hire themselves for farm work, save the money collectively and

use the thus.accumulated savings in turn to roof the house of one of the members
with corrugated irot sheets. Nearly nine-tenths (89%) of the most progressive
have iron sheeted roofs, versus about half (53%) of the least progressive.

To have light at.ni ht adds to life in a way the westerner has forgotten, but

realises whenever he spends a night in the bush. The first British settlers .

(Huxley, 1959) in Kenya could obtain labor from Kikuyu tribesmen

houses by simply putting kerosine laMps arround thdir camp after

around it the: night to wait for eager labor to show up. That ',:as

Mabati = iron sheet
1 1-

to build their

whirt they sat

1913.
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Now, 81- of the Tetu farmers owns a kerosine lamp and the same percent owns

a torch. Only two people have electricity and another two use pressure lamps.

Aboutnne third (35%) use small hand wicker lamps made from tin cans by local

blacksmiths. Such lamps are a poor'man's solution More least progressive (43%)

use:them than most progressive (31%). However, of the most progressive, 89% own

aregular kerosine lamp, versus 66% of the least progressive.

All Tetu farmers use an open wood fire t- cook their food. However; additional

modes of cookin are coming vogue. About a third (37%) also uses a jiko 1)
with

charcoal and about a fifth (18%) uses a kerosine stove Such additional modes

of cooking'are used especially by the most progressive.

The possession of different types of household items (Table 3) gives a more

detailed picture of the wealth of the Tetu farmers and the differentiation between

them. ,The most progressive ownan average of 10 of the items, the least progres-

sive 5 (see Total Percent). Especially water tanks to catch roof water and runn-

ing water were prized possessions when we were in Tetu.

Of selected rood items eaten within the last week, sugar and milk were consumed

by all farmers (resp. 99 and 96%), eggs and bread by two-thirds (resp. 69 and

66 ) and meat of goats or cattle by half (53%). A third (34%) ate chicken and

a quarter (25%) rice. Pork, against which a traditional dislike exists, was

eaten by only 3" although pork sausages are gaining increasing popularity

amoung well-to-do Kenyans
2)

. As can be expected, the most progressive ate

considerably Jre meat, eggs, chicken, fruit, rice and butter than did least

progressives. However, also a substantial proportion (88%) of the latter had

consumed milk.

In a country where:progress has been so strongly linked with education in the

minds of local people, it is of interest to take a quick and dirty look at the

extent to which Tetu farmers have sent do send at least one of their

children to primary or secondary school (Table 4). We say "dirty look" because

the percents have simply been taken across all respondents and have not been ad-

justed for:childless farmers, and age. Ner do they account for the percent of

a farmer's children which weq sent to,school, although those who do send anv

child to school tend to send all of them.

1)

2)

jiko = simple stove made from oil drums by lbcal blacksmiths.

Pork, chicken, wheat flour, bread, eggs, milk and sugar, in order of,
"difficulty", allow the construction of a quasi Guttman scale with a coeff.
of reproducib lity of .89, a coeff. of scaleability of 49 and a m n. marg.
repr. of .79.

1 Fi



Table : Percent ownino Peleetc:d h vohole itw)Fs

121322.1L_PLITEL.a4vones,s iii 1370

t b 1 e

cunboerdi

essy ch.7Ar

boDk(s)

photos .))
pictures '

tb10 cloth

tca cups

mnsazines
'Kb)

watch

metal bed.

rjio °)

cro.o.,/ cat tle tick
prayer

water tAnk-
(to cateJ). rain

Oicycle

Thom mrttross

sering machi.la

ruilnin-g water

gaasP,

Motet, veh.

T0T1L FT20ENT

moE;t . upper -
proFrocs, Middle-_

13

loWer
proRresv.

TOTAL

go% 6796 880

75 61 31,:

73 74 80,

73 56 TJ,

63 33

47 44 5

46 30

3 TIP,

35 16 36,

36 7 35,
7 A

34,-

27 9 30,-

21 5 25,,

20 12 21,-

16 4 19,

2 9,

4 4 8.-

4

6,

98% 38%
,

95 ou0,

95 75

72

62 45

59 36

51 36

50 34

51

48 31

45 10

41

36 23

33 19

14 9

17 6

15 , 6

15 5

1016% ,741% 710% 462% 762%

Items which form n 7-item ue,,T.i-GuttmDil Ecnlo wit71 a cocff.,ef- rep. = .39, co '. of scal'IbiAty = .55, gmrs.repr. = .76

Y.,e only- itcm of ov,%lci-siP is no rcl-teC -
-iro..7rovsivs L77.t Tt les,st an .01 level of _,Ei,---riJfic7nco. 16
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Table 4: Percent giving at least one child primary or secondary educatior by

progressiveness in 1970

most progressive

upper middle

lower middle

least progres ive

TOTAL

primary secondary

77% 43%

73% 24

62 20

4)4 9

67% 25%

or both significant at the .001 level.

Primary education only became free in 1972. Before that time, schoolfees

constituted one of the important expenditures for which the small fa,'mer required

money. The figures show that the most progressive do most of the investing in

education. Since It is unlikely that a young man with secuncary education takes

up peasant farming, and since those who send one child te secondary school tend

to send all of them,,the figures raise the possibility that two types of people

leave the rural areas: the most progressive and least progressive who can not

make a living in the rural area.

equalising effect on the rural community, though not on the country as a whole.

In the long run, this would tend to have an

One of the most manipulable factors associated with,progressiveness is

contact with extension workers. In the 1970 baseline, we had already found a

strong correlation between progressiveness and the extent to which a farmer

haa been visited al least once aince the same time last year (Ascroft et al,

1973). In 1973 we asked respondents to state the frequency_of extension contacts

in the past year (table 5).The Government workers involved are the Junior

Agricultural Assistant (JAA) and the Junior Animal Husbandry Assistant (JAHA).

The JAA is concerned with crop husbandry. His main method of extension is the

individual farm visit. Even if one takes the favorable extension: farmer ratio

in the area into acdount (about 1:500), the JAA's are doing a good job visiting

the average farmer about 6 times. The JAHA is mainly responsible for veterinary

work and waits till about 9 a.m. for clients with probleMs to show up. He then

goes out to visit them. Although the most progressive have the highest average

nurriber of contacts it is interesting to note the high_average of the iower

17



:Table'5: Mean number _of extension cor acts by progreSsivness in 1970

1

visits
by JAA

visits
to JAA

visits
by JAHA

visits
to JAHA

!most progressive 9.4 1.6 2.2 2.8

upper middle 4.4 0.5 1.4 1.4

lower middle 6=9 0.9

least progressive 1=7 0.1 0.4 .

TOTAL 8.1 0.8 1.7 1.8

The contingency tables on which these figures are based show a relationship (X
2

between extension contact _ A progressiveness which is at the .0001 level of

ignificance, except visits to JAA which is significant at the .005 level.

middle category which may reflect SRDP's activities to reach the less progressive.

EspeciallY the JAA's were involved in the project= =

The figures in Table 5 are averages across ell farmers. Table 6 shows that about

one-third (35% all f: mers were never visited by the JAA and about half

(54%) never by the JAHA. Thus the JAA visits his regular clients 65%) an

average of 9 times a year, and the JAHA his _46%) an average of 4 times.

Table 6: Frequency of extension visits in 1-1 by progressiveness in 1970

visits by JAA visir, by JAHA

0 1-4 5+ TOTAL.- 0 1-4 5+ TOTAL
1

most progressive 23% 39% 45% 100% 39% 49% 13% !101%

'.upper middle 21 50 29 100 46 47 7
1

;1'00

lower middle 39 35 27 101 59 24 7 H_DO

least progresLiiv(=! 70 23 7 140 1 2 : 103

:TOTAL 35% 36% 29% 100% 54%

= 59.2 p = .0000 = 47.1 p = .0000 :

18
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Even then, the distribution-of visits across regular clients is extremely e e ed.

About one-third (36%) of all farmers are visited no more than 4 times a ye

the other third (29%) receiving 5 or more visits. Of the 99 farmers visited 5

or more times, about half (4.2) are most progressive.

The final variable we wish to consider in this descriptive section is the

freuasy_of_visits_to ajarmer_Training Center. FTC's give short coursea-iti

agricultural subjects to farmers who have been recruited by the JAA. Course fees

are 5 Kshs a week. For coffee courses, they are paid by the ce-onerative The

FTC course was the main extension method used in the SRDP project: the famous

Wambugu FTC is located right in the heart of Tetu.

About two-thirds (69%) of all Tetu fanmers have never visited the FTC. Thoe

who did, visited the FTC an average of 1.7 times. However, the distribution is

again extremely kewed. Half (49%) of the most progressives visited the FTC at

least once, for an average of 3.5 times. For the upper middle and lower middle

categories, these figures are respectively 35% 1.5 times and 24% for 1.6 times.

Only 5% of the least progressives ever visited the FTC, one time.

Concluding this section, it seems safe to say that the additional 1973 snaps ot

information on the Tetu farmers can only strengthen the overal impression of the

considerable disparity between them we had observed in 1970. Investments in

land, education, business, labor and water favor the more progressives, as do

Government interventions such as extension and credit. SES fndicators show an

already relatively large differentiation in this typically small farmer

community. The most progressive earn a total income which is about three times

that of the least progressive on average, while their income from agriculture

is about six times that of the least progressive.

THIRTY MONTHS OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

In the present section, we shall present the result of our efforts to obtain

a diachronic view of 2; years of agricultural develOpment in Tetu. As we said

before, the second survey was an afterthought, so that the baseline study was

not designed with a panel study in mind. In hindsight, we would have collected

information on some variables which are highly relevant but were left out. It

is not uncommon that researchers learn from their research how they should have

carried it out in the first place. To say the least, we learned how much more

difficult it is to process and analyse data for a panel study than for a single

shot survey. 19
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As it is, we-collect ' information on three types of variables. In the first

place, we studied the diffusion of innovations. We were very much interes-ted
1)in the question of mobility in innovativeness -. Also our exp,qence with

hybrid Maize, which bad only been adopted by one-third of the farmers in 1970

since its introduction in the early sixteen, made us expect stagnation of

effect of the increase in farm-gate milk prices

announced by the Pre1dent in 1971. In the second place, we collected some

information on the scale of o erations and thirdly, on factors bf_2E21Liftion,

such a land, labor,,water, and information. We expected both these types of fac-

tors to provide some insight in the difference between diffusion of information;

one the one hand, and the tricl.:le down of benefits on tne other. Unfortunately,

no information on socio-economic status had been gathered in 1970, as can be

surmised by its presentation as "additional snapshot information" in the first

part of the present paper.

diffusion. We dit not

1. The diffusion of innovations

Table 7 is a cross-tabulation of progressiveness in 1970 and the adoption of the

eirh novationz. Since the progressiveness score was calculated on the basis

of adoption, the table is comparable to one which cros lates categories of

people witn different lengths against the number of centimeters used to measure

them in the first niece. We present the table because it allows a comparison

between percents of farmers in the -1:lifer:ant adopter categories adopting a

specific crop in 1970 and 1973.

If we look at the totals, we notice some fairly astonishing developments. The

percent of people adopting hylly maiz, doubled (from 33% to 71%). More than

a third (36%) of all Tetu farmers adopted it in a 2; year span. This was not a

completely autonomous development. The project in which we participated trained

some 776 below average farmers in hybrid maize growing and gave supplies and

credit for implementing the training, first on a half, and later, on one acre.

Also, our evaluation showed that we could expect a diffusion effect of some 2.4

other adopters for every favmer trained in the same year, or a total of 1060

adopters, totalling 2600 farmers or about one-fifth of all Tetu farmers. In

addition, the Government's LiK club program was carrying out a similar hybrid

maize project for rural youth in the STOP area.

which we could not study due to difficulties in creating a 1973
progressiveness index.

20



Table 7 T2ercett of Respondents 3601t1tic. inoi,q3tiono in 1970 anda 1973

by Progressiveness in 1970

hIld
trioizc

1970

coffee

1973 1970 1973 ;1970 1973

cart.
Pig potr.tv

1970 1973 d970

most progressive

r

lower middle

least progressive

total percent 339 c
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In hindsight is impossible to say whether the diffusion of hybrid maize had

stagnated in 1970 and was pushed over the hump by the projects,.or whether the

projects simply rode a diffusion wave and were, therefore, successfull). In the

course of the training project we encountered many farmers who had heard of

hybrid maize but had not understood what it was all about, let alone that they

knew how to go about adopting the crop. Having heard of it definitely increased

their readiness to adopt. However, we feel that the SRDP projects greatly

accelerated hybrid maize adoption and suggest that rapid agricultural develop-

ment might be obtained as much by the systematic promotion of partly adopted

innovation among non-adopters, ad by introducing new innovations to the same

old progressive farmers.

Returning to Table 7, we notice that the increase in hybrid maize adoption was

more marked amoung the lower middle and least progressive categories (resp. 46

and 4 than amoung the upper middle and most progressive categories (resp. 42

and 1 . Amoung the latter a ceiling effect is probably at work. There is no

doubt that the less progressive categories are catching up, although the higher

percents of adopters can still be found in the more progressive categories.

In all, the figures on hybrid maize show how fast small farmers can move.

If we turn now to coffee we See no development at all. This is_ not surprising

since coffee quota actually prohibitgd further diffusion so that a farmer could

only adopt if he bought coffee bushes from somone else. We do observe a slight

sale by the most progressive to the lower middle farmers. Coffee prices were

very bad at the time, a fact only accerbated by creaming-off processes in the

various levels of the coffee co-operative. In fact, the figures may indicate

that the most progressive have been quicker to react to .the,low prices than

oters. It would be interesting to study the effect of the present price hikes

as a result of the Brazillian frosts.

Macadamia nut., have not-moved much, which is not surprising since shelling

facilities still had not become available at tbe time of study.

Tea is limited to the higher and etter areas in Tetu so that about 200 respon-

den-- are barred from adopting it. Tea Production is completely controlled by

We did use control: in ur e:periment. Howevel we only cLmparcd our
experimental aubjects with a sample of Tetu farmers, so that we cannot s--

for Tetu as a whole what would have happened to hybrid maize adoption
without the project. For that, we would have needed a control area. outside
Tetu.



the Kenya Tea Development Authority, an international showcase of small farmer

development (Uma Lele, 1975). It has processing factories to which freshly

picked tea leaves are transported daily by KTDA lorries across tea roads. Farm

Planting tea are advised and supervised by special tea extension workers, who

are better trained and supervised than regular extension staff. The diffusion of

tea planting is a highly controlled process called "tea selling campaign"

during which a specific number of potential growers is invited and assisted to

buy planting material for about an acre from KTDA. Such a campaign took place

as _. SRDP activity in Tetu. The percent of growers in the tea zone jumped from

40 to 51%, while some expansion also occurred in the grade cattle areas, where

the percent of growers increased from 2 to 12%. Table 7 showe that the tea

campaign benefitted all categories more or less equally.

arethrum did not show much improvement, the likely result of the drop in

prices after American disengagement in Vietnam, where mosquito coils had been

used on a 'arge scale by the US army.

Grade cattle provide another fascinating pie

First introduced in Tetu in the late fortees

ure of what

in Ihururu

Aberdare National Park, by an enthusiastic chief who was

small farmers can do.

ublocation near the

late-r killed by his

own prize bull, grade cattle made steady progress. By 1970, about three quarters

of the farmers in the higher and wetter areas of Tetu had adopted.grade cattle,

and half the farmers in the dry, low coffee/maize areas. The increase in milk

prices had a dramatic effect in the area. The Kenya Cooperative Creameries lost

money because it had 10 buy more than it could, sell And had to dump milk.

Goverrment was actually trying to .1revent the diffusion of such promising

innovations as feedlots.

The respon, of the small farmer is obvious from Table 7. About one-fifth (18%)

of the Tetu farmers adopted grade cattle in the 2; year period, that is more

than 2000 farmers. Adoption in the high wet areas jumped from about 75% to

about 85% and in the low, dry areas from 50 to 72%. The most,pro ressive are

reaching capacity, while adoption in the other three categories rose by respec-

tively 18, and 24%. The innovation seems

least progres ive.

to be diffusing rapidly, also to the

Similar developments,:though less dramatic, are takin_ place in case of pigs,

for which a good market is developing through breakfast sausages for city folk.

The development of potatoes is slow and hampered by the insufficient provision

of certified seed. Where, as in Muruguru sublecation r,xtension makes efforts

to provide seed, adoption may be rapid in Muruguru in 1970).
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oumMarisipa our findings on the eight innovations, we can say: 1) that

farmers are able and willing to respond very quickly to opportunities offered

to them, and .2) that profitable innovations are diffusing to all categories

of progressivene_-- In fact, the less progressive seem to be catching up, as

diffusion:theory would lead us to expect.

One likely reason why diffusion may not lead to a trickle down of benefits

that the qa1ityof deteriorates as the innovation diffuses to less

progresslve farmers. A typical example would be the adoption of the complete

hybrid maize package (seeds, fertiliser, insecticides and proper practices) by

the more progressive, while the less progressive would only replace local seed

by hybrid seed, ceteris paribus.

Table 8 gives some eviden , on th e extent to which such processes occur in case

of hybrid maize. The percents -efer only to those actually growing the crop in

a given year.

e.1e 8: Percent of hybrid maize growers using fertili er and insecticides in

1970 and 1973, by progressiveness in 1970.

fertilisers insecticides

1970 1973 1970 1973

most progressive 98% 96% 61% 49%

upper middle 93 99 I 50 49

lower middle 87 93 44 38

least progressive 100 86 - 25

Total Fercen 95% 95% 54% 43%

Base grower 114 243 114 243

The table indicates that the great increase in the number of growers has not led

to a dramatic drop in the quality of adoption. In both years, nearly all (95%)

growers use fertiliser, although the figures say nothing about the type and

quantity. The use of insecticides'has dropped somewhat'(54% to 43%), also amoung

the most progressive which raises the possibility that insecticides- are not

necessary after all, or only in a specific ecological zone. Although scrutiny
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of the 1973 data _ggests,tiat the proportion of farmers using the contingent

innovations drops with progressiveness the e is no indiCation of increasing

disparity between 1970 and 1973.

The deterioration of the quality of adoption also seems slight in case of

d24..Ey_a*tices. W obtained information on nine practices in both years. They

allow the construction of Guttman scales for both years, which are very similar

except for the relative positions of a few items1) . In order of increasing

"difficulty" the scale items are: possesses pasture, uses dips or sprays

against ticks uses veterinary services, uses artificial insemination, feeds

fodder, has fenced perimetee, washes udder, has paddocks and feeds concentrates.

Giv,7-n the scaleability -of the items, wc suffice by presenting the number of

dairy practices followed (Table 9).-

Table 9: Mean number of dairy practices in 1970 an_ 1973, by progressiveness

in 1970 (A total of nine practices).

imost progl,!ssive

upper middle

lower middle

least progressive

1970

7.0

6.4

6.0

5.1

1973

7.8

7.5

7.6

Total 5.5 7.5

Base (grade cattle keepers only)

k)
Four miss ng observations

204 262

The average-grade cattle keeper has adopted one more dairy practice in 1973

than he did in 1970, although the percent of grade cattle keepers in Tetu has

increased by 18%. Looked at this way, diffusionlof grade cattle has been

accompanied by an increase in the quality of adoption. In fact, these has been

a rapid-diffusion of dairy practices. The percent of grade cattle keepers with

1973: nine items cooff. of rep. = .92; min.marg.repr. .87; % improvement
= .65, coeff. of scaleability = .38
1970: nine items, coeff. of repr. .90, min.marg. epr.
% improvement = .07, coeff. of scaleability = .41.



f-ever preb!si.ces drorped Zrci eee-b. e7.:.e(..'e,) in t-

T'ne2 adopting e or I increase: ,eel-:1 o1_1:.1,(276) to

Yet for both years (table . the average nuJiber

b?=-ease with --)rognossiven althouh there is no evidenc bf

of nt,e,-ati=

ele i7Iportan: reason why diffusion mav not lead to triH.,:lt=, detri of 'ehloiT

to greater disparity, is cipe isc,-Tie of opeI.2. .er who

buys ten dairy cattle in the same year as the other buys two, o'avio'c..e; bonetit;s

c,attle are a 1)rofitable innovation that is. Given that Farm.si

are cbrrelatei in Mce, no0O aL

SOL11 CD:' operation's in our effort to reconcile the rapid diffusion Hi= e)rnfitahle

innovations we observed ane the,. seemingly large disparities which ere sugg(asted

snapshot of the socio-economic status of Tetu farmers.

I' one lcoks at the mean number of acres_ planted With the most important crop

ianovations (Table 10), it is obvious from the totals that the scale at which

Tetu farmers ado7.:t is small and hardly exceeds an acre; Also, there is little

change between 1970 and 1973 for maize, notwithstanding the large increase in the

number of growers: Tea decreased slightly because the new gowers have a smaller

acreage.

Table 19: Mean acres planted with crop innovationc in 1970 and 1973, by

progressiveness in 1970

;

IMost progress.

IiUUi
1Lower middle,

!Least progress.
1

r----
hybrid
maize

coffee tea p_ certif.
'potato

70 73 70 73 70 73

1.3 1.4

0.9 .1

0.7 0.9

: 0.7 0.9

1.0 0.9 1.3

0.7 0.7

0.4 0.5 0.8

0.5 0.4

70

0.3 0.3

0.4 u.i

0.5

0.1 0.3

73 70 73

0.5, 0.5

0.4

0 . 2

0.3

TOTAL ; 1.1 1.1

Total growers I 114

0.7 0.7 1.1

24'; 163 168 37 53

2 7

0.4 L.A 0.4 0.4

t

45 46 31



The comparison of the size of operation in the progressiveness rozs:3prias plpo

sLuo d relatitelv nomogeseous eituaticpt. Differenresfetween categories are

slight FIC':no thP to yenIS Yet for pooh years, H. %ET, progressive f..:nd

pave 012W raiz an acre more et hybris pain, corf and tan toen trv.? ip
mid81e aha least gezeressice can(airfries. balf as sere make a cifference

or e to,V1 9 nparatcon for cram of he ecro or lass. csPeoiallv if

one tahoa -anti cit.-mini she dear that the revre ihogressive hrTiE El130 IorefittI

tro 'hnometion.

On the ashen hand, the sigo 8:aation of the most orogrespite did not 'increase

fe v of crops, except eeiie, in the 2 year period, lh case sf the

CUT: :ate:ger:tea increasen p. than shoat e_ (hi 1.;.;6

progreseitme For set the size of operation. decitased across irs board, Seizing

np the fit,t-es there is an infieation of existing disserity, but no indication

of rapiilz ihsrecsihg aisparity.

Let us take 4 closer loc'x at lIbrid maize, air, figures allow us to estimate that

a total ot 4390 acres ot hybrid mai:e was gm in Teta in 1970. In 1979, the

total acreage Wa3 9370, or more than double the 1970 figura'. The 171 least

progressive grew 6,,ut 900 ans or 10%, wEle te 27% mt alm:ressive grem

about 3869 pores, ci nil in 1973.

If cno cohaiaccm. (9.,a CAtration 8hross size of operation categories for the

two years (figure- hero), one notices an ir;ease of in the num-

ber ct peqie T 311 ache or less of baibrid maioe, as car

be expected ir n.iod of rapid diffusion. There is also P 10% increase in the

number of peopin oi'tanning ocre tamp the shhaz acroezo (1.1 acre). APeui iwiao as

many most progresaave -:Lant 1.1 or th ma in 198f as least progressive (2n),

, Bowater, the incr. hetmeseh 1979 eed 1373 in the 1.1 ecru and var category

is inversely relat ,,.,asimenesa, wish botton nategories increas-

ing 201 and the moat progrepnive 3%. Ihuoc filings rcihforce the impreasion of

present disparity while not allowing pr4iction of greeter disparity n future.

In 1970, there were some 31000 grade cattle. (cows, steers, bulls, heifers,

calves and cows) in Teta flvision. By 1979, the number had grog. by 18807 to

a total of 44800) an astonish(ng increase of about 45% ih 2 years It shows

what price policy cah dO. ON actually wehoers where all the gade cattle ace

from, even if one discoUnts the fact that most "grade cattle 8re improved

28

370a-breeds
1)

.

tendfitted fru aL this gromth? Tafle II raoorts the mesh r;ukal, of gral

zttle in the different categoiaes.

Table 11: li.ean numiner or grade cattle kept in 1970 and 1973, by progr,,nivenessl

in lg%

1979 1973 difference

Most nrwessi

Upper middle

Lower middle

Least progressive

5.2

L.1

a. a

1 a
a.o

4,9

1Tota± 4,3

11.1.

3.1

4.8

.7

Ease (ose who ever kept

cade cattle) 265

Even though the Nita of grade cattle keepers increased by 18, the average

herd size increased by .5 animal, In both y.:rs, the more progressive clearly

had thR larger herds, with the most progressive averaging a herd twice the size

of the least progressive. The trend does not seem to diminish these differences.

in fact, all ,ategories increased their herds more or le equally, except the

lea6c progressive who lagged behind,

The fr,e.luency distribution across herd size categories only reinforces this

conclusion, Haing with the most progressive, the proportion having an aloe

average herd of 6 or more animals, increased by respectively 7, 11, 8 and

the different progressiveness categories.

3, facLor of production

There are few among the 2000 odd empirical diffusion studies which do not

document that progressiveness is strongly c.orrelated with rarmsize. Differences

1)
IR fact, the Dutch iyovernment was assisting tne improv,meRt of the Kenyan

dairy herd by flying out Frisian heifers in the early :_:eventees, The then

Netherlands agricultural attachi enjoyed himself tremetHously on one of

these trips, crawling over the backs of the animals every time he had to

go to the toilet in the back of the place.



in rosize can explain inc

constant With farmsin

comparable informat3ou in

_Thle 12: Mean

sparities, all other factors remai _

nil Important issue, we took pains to collect

1973 (Tabln 12).

Most prorrires e

Lower middle

Least progressive

Total

Base

7.

4.8

3.4

6.5

.8

341 341

If we look at the to els, we observe a highly unexpectly result: Average f-

size has innreasert by half an acre! This implies that, among them, Tetu farmers

had a total of 6000 acres of land more in 1973 than in 1970. Although we checked

our-figures carefully, we cannot but draw that, conclusion. We find it difficult

to explain the finding. The 13_ respondents we lost betWeen 1970 and 1973 explain

no more than about 50 acres, or, assuming such drop-out for Whole of Tetu,

1750 acres. Since the question referred to ownership of land in Tetu Divisi

the finding cannot be explained by land ownership in other areas. Possible

explanations, are: 1) the taking into p oduction of unallotted or unused land,

such as steep hillsides. We have seen many of them being cleared in-Tetu.-

W- mention this point although it could -o- affect our figures. We
studied the same .341 farmers in both years-.

Analysis ofthe data by ecological complex shows that farmsize
retained more or less constant in the low coffee areas, hut that
the proportions of farmgrs with small farms.decreased especially
in the hilly, high attitude, tea and grade cattle areas.

3 0



2) Double counting by the fact that acme people mentioned land t

lle others mentionea it as land -'-- own. This is unlikely, howe

since n_lestior fof o 2)

Ho,,,aver, the sysTema,ic natura of the frequency istrIbut ion, to he

discussed later, seems to rule out that possibility also. It w pe

highly relevant for our understanding of the dynamics of rural development

to carry out further research this question.

With nowhere else to go,

all a -m-ll farmer can

zetting It? Such a research a

adopted all profiseble innovations arol

cry to get more land. How oe3 ffn about

ion seems especially interesting in few of the

fact that table 12 seems to suggest that the less progressive categories of

farmers seem to benefit most from the overall increase in acrease. While farms ize

still correlates strongly with progressiveness, also 1973, the two less pro-

essive categories increased their farmsizes with .8 acres, while the ,norp

progressive categories only averaged 4 or less. The findings seem again to

reflect existing, but not increasing disparity.

The findings require that we look at the frequency distribution (Figure 3). Even

if one only takes into account the 1973 figures,,the inequity of the distribution

of farmland is obvious. But Figure 3 can only reinfo ce our impression of

decreasing disparity when it comes to farm land.

For all categories, it seems that the proportion of farmers with 2 acres or less

has diminished. Overall, this categorie dropped 5%, 1% for the most progressive,

and respectively 5, 6 and 12% for the other categories. Whereas 51% of the

least progressive had 2 acres or le in 1970, that per entage dropped to

39% in 1973.

As we .saw before, the more progressive had sin,::e 1959 when all Tetu farmers

had one plot of land, been able to acquire more pots of land than the

less progressive.
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crowing from 1.3 to

C111 ing on, with the everae

However, the two

a_d .19) t1;.-- the more progressive ,=ategories (resp. .12 and .11), The

percents of people less progressive categories owning only one

plot dropped respectively 18 and 2i, those in the more progressive

categories respectively 11 and 127

Table 13: Mean rmf 1970 and 1973.

1970 1973 difference

most progressive 1.57 1.69

upper middle 1.29 1.40 .11

lower middle 1.15 1.32 .17

least progressive 1.07 1.26 .19

Total 1.29 1.43 .14

Although our snapshot qua-tion bo t the purchase of additional plots of land

had clearly shown that more of the relatively more progressive had bought land
in the past our diachronic data show again that one cannot speak of increasing
disparities in case of land. Rather, the opposite is the case.

Water is an extremely important development issue in Tetu. This is not only
due to the marked dry season, but also to the difficulty of providing water
near the farm in this hilly, if not mountainous, area. Anyone who has seen

Kikuyu women hauling their heavy oildrems with water up the steep slopes wou d

expect this to be the main cause of the lively interest in water provision.

However, the main issue seems to be grade cattle. Driving one's costly cows
daily to a river increases their chances of getting tick-borne fevers and

other diseases from local animals, while the long walks waste- their energy.



Table 14 shows the changes in the availability of an on-f- m water supply

the 2 year period. Communarwater supplies include rivers (used by 75% in

1973), wells or boreoles (107,) or vjl1aa taps (42). 0n-farm water may

include a rai'av- tank (18%), connecrlon to a reticulation scheme

a borehole (2Z) or an on-farm river or well (7%). We have separated this last

source o on-farm water from the first three which result of huma_ : sign.

Tnble 14: -Ont rt ri=cnpr,c

sources of water In 1970 and 1973, LY

nrogressivene- in 1970.
_

comAunal on farm river,
well.

on farm raintank,

retic.scheme, borehole

970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973

most progressive 97% 817 37 67. 50%

upper middle 94 95 3 8 21

lower mid-die 98 89 7 27

least progressive 7 4 10

Total '97% 89% 37 5% 127 277

Base 326 304 0 14 37
*)
Respondents may use both on-farm and communal ter supplies

One-quarter (277) of all Tetu farmers had a man-made on-farm wat _ supply in

1973, although nearly nine-tenth (89%) were still (also) using communal sources.

This represents an increase of 15%_in 21 year. The figures suggest that there

is an increasing disparity in terms of on-farm water supply. The proporti n of

most progressive having on-farm water increased from one-fifth (21%) to half

(50%), while especially the least progressive seem to be slow in following.

Use of fatm labor has som, important implications for rural development and

rural employment in n country where cmpIL ..ent L th., number one priority

(at least in 1973). Also, developments in labor use might give some clues

about future development; Is Tetu's development following the Swynnerion plan

(1954), according to which progressive African fa_mers would develop and

provide employment for the res Are there indications that smaller, less

progressive farmers are becoming increasinglyinvolved in providitg labour

for the more progressive, larger farmers?



Table 15 gives the mean number of laborers of different types used= One must

remember that all these f'3ures are based on very crude recall data and aro

in no wa omprable to th, results of careful farm nanagetcent studies.

Table 15: number of laborers of different types

employed in 1970 and 1973, by progressiveness

lo7n

1-
izuil-timo part- time s.r-asonal honsebol6

1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973

most progressive

upper middle .3

lower middle

least progressive .0

3.5 7.5

3.0 2.4 2=8 2.8

1,4 1=7 2=',. 2.3

.0 0.5 0.7 2.1 1.9

2.3 2.1 2,6 2=4

It is clear from the totals that ct mnge is taking place. Tho cum1)or of house-

hold laborers (which includes the- farmer himself) has dropped by .17 lnborer

per housebold, implying a loss of 2000 odd from the roughly 30,000 employed

in Tetu in 1970. The drop comes especially from the decrease in the proportion

of farmers who employ 3 or more household laborers. This drop occurs in all

categories of progressiveness.

The number of foll-time pa _ laborers was about 2000 in 1973. IP represents a

drop of .06 full-time worker per farmer or some 700 in the whole of Totu

in 21 years. Although a relatively small number, it would still be comparable

to the shut-down of a fair sized industr7

The average number of part-time laborers increased by .23 per farmer thus

creating 2800 part-time jobs in Tetu, a more than 100% increase of the

number in 1970 (2300). Possibly by accident, the increase in part-time lab

use completely offsets the loss in fu-l-time and household labor.

Seasonal labor seems to be used a lot in Tetu, although estimates of total

numbers would be meaningless= We have no way of controlling whether the

same seasonal laborer was employed by different farmers for a few days each,

for instance. However, the use of seasonal labor seems to be decreasing if

one looks at the overall figures.



Whea we look at che iol Lae differet prodressiveness ctegorJes, we

notice, apart Erom che consistently higher labor use the, more progressi_

ve, thLat the use of part-time labor has epecially increased in the most pro-

gressiv upper middle ca,,,,ories by rspectively .5 and .3 laborr.

A: th- tio, ah interescin6 oL is occunin in case of soasonal

laH,r. The more progressive catLgeries decreased their U6U of such laor bv

wnie tne progressive categories increased

theirs by .3 ,:ai! .2 respeersiv,Av.

These findings could 13,- inLerpreted to imply chat, cmra 10A1 Tetu people are

employed as part-timc, laborers by nrogresive farmers, t2hile the less

;tHap

their own farms in operation. However, this ihrerprecation mav be farfetched.

ifce-.: all, ii-ve no what,ioever abOut the manv landless in Tetu,

for instanco.

Tabie 16 4ves the percents of resondents in difEerent categories employing

differ, t: types of labor.

Table 16: Percent of respondents employing different

typesof laborers in 1970 and 197.3,

1970.

by

ogressiveness in

!full-time part-time seasonal
more than 1.
household 1.

,1970

,

1973 1971) 1073 1970 1973 1970 1973

most pIogressive

upper middh

lower middle

28X

18

15

257-.

12

10

6::.

F,

4

23'7,

14

12

76%

68

38

69%

63

46

76%

79

71

66Z

75

65

least progressive 2 2 0 0 14 23 57 55

10
.Total 17Z 13Z 5% 13Z 52% 53Z 73% 67%

The table was composed of a number of frequency distributions, in
order to save space. Tho table is"inclomplete" in that proportions
of resp. not employing labor have been out.

The table makes clear that most farmers still rely ou household laborers (677.),

followed by seasonal labor (53%), while a relatively small proportion uses full

time and part-time labor (13% each). Scrutiny of the movement in the progres-

siveness categories only reinforces our earlier observations, although the

frequencies show that farmers in the lower middle category have also started
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lnforcatirt is an important: production factor which mi t be in scarce supply

indeed. Table 17 shows developments in case of e:4.tension _coptact in thc oast

year, a crude measure to be sure. Lonkin at the totals, one is struck bv the

sharp drop in contact nlv the pr portion having initiated .-ata h the

JAHA seems rather stabla.

eercenc having contact with extension "since

the same time last yeai in 19 0 and

la_p2=ogressa 1970.

Visit by
I JAA

Visit to
JAA

Visit
JAHA

Visit
JAM

to

1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973

most progressive 100% 76% 827 34% 917 627 877 71Z

upper middle 98 80 63 26 77 54 62 62

lower middle 87 63 58 23 64 38 59 54

least progressive 42 28 19 5 23 14 16 14

Total 86% 667 59% 68% 45% i 58% 54%

Base 293 224 202 81 232 154 198 184

Several re suns can be suggested for the decrease. F

Agriculture iniciat

one, the Minis ry of

n intensive three-months JAA trair,inc course in which near°

Jy all JAA's participated. The course took them awa- from their regular duties.

Secondly, the various SRDP projects kept especially the IAA's from their

gular work and focussed them en specific ocperimental groups. A third poss

lity is that the ongoing diffusion processes are having two consequences :

1) more other farmers are being used as sources of information as the less

progressive begin to innovate, and 2) the adupLioLl uf iunevatio-- by mere

farmers requires that extension workers spend more time on the maintenance

adopted innovations and less on promoting innovations. Maintenance would

require more visits each to a smaller number of farmers. We saw in table 5,

that the JAA visited his regular clients in 1973 (657) an average of 9 times

a year, and the JAHA his (46%) an average of 4 times. Unfortunately we have

no comparable information for 1970. More research will be necessary on this

issue.



Table 17 Joes not sho,,, a proportionally greater decline in extension contact

for the less progressive, in 'ct, tha opposite se=t; to be the case. Of co,Jrs,

the more progressive remain favored in 1973, but the disparLty is not

increasing.

A sir,i1a,-- picture emerges from the attendance of group exten$ion meetings

(Table 18). ConcacLs decrease for demonstration,_ but increase for family plan-

ninz meeL_Lngs and courses. in cLtse ot FTC attendance, this may be prtly

due co our experimental efforts. The figures do not suest increasin

disp city. &gaiu the opposite seems to be trUta.

Percent attending

Table 18: cu-oup extens-ion meetings in 1970 and 1973,

bv progressiveness in 1970..

agric crop
demonstr.

animal h.
demonstr.

tam.planning
meeting

FTC
course

1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973

most progressive 91% 58% 87% 9IZ 24Z 24% 47% 50%

upper middle 73 54 70 39 10 14 22 35

lower middle 65 40 62 33 2 20 14 24

least progressive 37 23 32 12 4 12 5 5

Total 70% 467, 66% 36% 107 18% 24% 317

Base ',2313 157 '225 123 35 6> 82 105

Infotmetion almeomes through mass media although the Kenyan mass media usu-

ally carry little of direct relevance to small facmers. Table 19 gives some

information on mass media exppsure.

Table 19: Proportion of respondents that says never to be exposed to

various media in 1970 and 1973, by progr_essiveness in 1970.

NEVER exposed to: television radio newspapers magazines

1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973

most progressive

upper middle

lower mid:

least prc

Total-

327, 60% 0% 14% 107, 44%

46 70 0 14 13 59

5',, 68 2 21 16 54

58 79 5 40 ' 26 35

12Z 54%

13 56

28 62

35 77

46% 68% ; 2% 20% : 15% 55% 21% 61%
i

I

composed of different contingency tables, so!
and does not show those with exposure for

To save space, the table was
that the table is incomplete
the various media.
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An astonishing drop in media exposure is evident. We have no explanation

from this phenomenon, except that the time of the two interviews might have

made a difference. In 1973, we interviewed in March, the onset of the rains.

In 197 , =u interviewed in Novemher, when people l'-ve lots of time.

The increae in the proporfions of people never exposed does not seem

systematically related to progressiveness, except in case of radio.

The membership of various organisations is undergoing considerable change

(rabic, ')-0).

Table 20: Percent bein mealh6li of selected organisatkon

in '07m and 19/J hy pr.)-ressivenes- in 1970.

co-operatives 4K Clubs Marambee ;Church

1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973 1970 1973

most progressiv 99% 95% 22% 26% 93% 42% 42% 82%

upper middle 95 96 12 12 89 55 34 80

lower middle 59 76 5 12 79 42 38 76

Least pr,:.-gressiv I 11 23 0 ii 63 35 21 68

72Z 78% 11Z 16% 84%, 45% 35% 77%Total

Dase ,244 265 36 53 286 152 120 264

Memberships in co-operatives increased by 6%, of which th6 majority can

probably be attributed to the increase numei of tea growers (5%). The less

progressive seem to be catching up in co-op membership. The 4K programme

bad been very active in Tetn's Membership increased 5%, especially

among the less progressive.

The most iateresting developme ts are those in Harambee and church membership.

Harambee groups are self-help group., which voluntari1y tax themselves to

acquire such public facilities as cattle dips, secondary schools, and of

recent, Institutes of Technology. Harambee projects have tended to become in-

creasingly large and expensive, increasingly under the control of politicians

The question was worded as follows: "how often do you...listen to the

radion...." etc. Answer categories were: daily, few times a week, few

times a month, rarely, never.

4 0



and covering increasingly larger areas. The Justituteb of Technology are

district-wide projects. According to Mbithi and Almy (1972), who studied

Harambee in Tetu, people were becoming disenchanted with Harambee and also

taxed to the limit of what they can bear. Table 20 shows that membership in

Harambee groups has dropped about 40% in the 21 years.

In the same 21 year period, church membership rose 40%1 We have no ready

explanation for this phenomenon. Although Tetu people are religious ily

planning efforts Meet resistance on religious grounds for instance), and

although we have seen some signs of religious fervor * , it seems an unlikely

reason for religion to spread as fast as hybrid maize. More in line with

Kikuyu character would be to look for the explanation in the highly successful

credit/saving union started recently by the church.

CONCLUSION

We have looked at two-and-cAlalf years of change in a rural area in Kenya.

The first conclusion must be that our, diachronic study uncovered a very

dynamic situation, a far cry from the.usual idap of peasant soc ety.

In the relatively short time span studied,more than one-third of the Tetu

farmers adopted hybrid maize, while about 5000 additional acres were planted,

more than doubling the 1970 estima. One-fifth of the Tetu farmers adopted

grade cattle, while the total number of grade cattle grew by 13800 to 44800,

an increase of 45% over tl,e 31000 in 1970. Parmsizes, which we had assumed

least likely to change, increased by an average of half an acre, representing

an increase of roughly 6000 acres,for Tetu as a whole. The number of farmers

who enjoy an on-farm water supply increas ' by tore than 100%, so that one-

quarter of the Tetu farmerE now has either a raintank or is connected to a

reticulation scheMe. The pattern of labor use is rapidly changing= about

2700 fewer full-time and household laborers were employed in 1973 compared

to '70, while the number of part-time laborers increased by about the same

amount. Harambee is becoming rapidly defunct, while the church is rapidly

gaining strength.

During the SRDP farming training courses we were struck by the fact
that local evangelists immediately made use of th e. captive audience in
the evenings to preach the goSpel. In fact, they had the crowd praying
before meals at the end of the training period. Courses also ended with
prayer.

4.1
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th such goings on, and especially considering the rapid agricultural gfowth,

the question which comes to mind is : what is the effect on equity? All our

information on socio-economic status and related indicators.seem to shoW a

fairly large disparity between more and iess progressive farmers. What inte-

rested us in particular was whether the disparity was increasing. Does the

rapid development in the 21/2 years lead to increasing gaps -n rich and

poor? Our hypothesis had been : Yes:

Unfortunately, we can only offer information on some indicators. No income

data were, for instance, collected in 1970. What,,then, did we find?

1) The diffusion of profitable innovations is progressing rapidly. The less

progressive are catching up- There is no sign of stagnation. Both SRDP
1and milk prices seem to have had considerable impact in this respect.

The quality of adoption does not seem to change much as less progressive

farmers begin to adopt the innovations

There is no evidence of increasing disparity in the scale at which crop

innovations are adppted, while the evidence is onlyslight in case of

grade cows.

) There is evidence of decreasing dispa ity in'terms of tarmstze, in thht'

the proporti61-1 of farms of 2 acres ot less is decreasing, while th'e number

* of plots owned is increasing more rapidly anong the less progressive than

the more progressive.

The development of on-tanm water supplies-shs an- inc -asing disparity.

The use of part-time labor has increased especially among the more progres-

sive; while their use of seasonal labor has dropped. The use of seasonal

labor has'increased among the less progressive, leaving open the possibi-

lity that more local people ate employed by the more progressive. If true,

the development would imply a basic change in the character c) the present

society.

Changes in extension contact do not suggest an increasing emphasis on the

more progressive, although'that finding may have been contaminated by our

own efforts to get extension to focus on less progressive farmers arso.

In all, we have not found unambiguous evidence of .rapidly increasing dispari

although the labor question requires further research. Maybe we have not

looked in the right places. After all, the more Trogressive have more of

4 2
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everything, while they invest more, get larger loans and have-enjoyed the

fruits of various innovations for a longer period. Logically they should

derive more benefit than the less progressive.

In short, we feel we have not disproved our hypothesis of increasing disparity.

What we have shown is,that some factors, such as the quality of adoption, the

scale at which adoption takes place and espeeially farm size', which seem all

likely to cause disparity, do not function that way, in,Tetu at-least. Further

research is necessary to study the effect of other likely factors, if one

wants to get to the bottom of the relationship between the diffusion of inno-

vations and the trickle down of benefits.

Also, long run studies are necessary to study such phenomena as migration

from the rural areas. Our data on.secondary education suggest that the, more

progressive may also leave the rural areas, which would have an equfty pro-

moting effect. A similar effect can be,-expected if larger farms are more

likely to be split up mmong sons than smaller farms.

Finaliy, we wish to point out that our data suggest that the less progressive

-are not a bunch of-fatalistic, apathetic and traditional hard-cores- but a

group of people which is struggling very hard to also get Somewhere.

4 3
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